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1 Introduction
In [2,3,19,21], minimization principles and locally optimal 4-D conjugate gradient
methods are established for the eigenvalue problem of the form:
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= λ
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, (1.1)
where K and M are n × n real symmetric positive semi-deﬁnite matrices and one
of them is deﬁnite. It is referred to as the linear response (LR) eigenvalue problem
because it is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem
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= λ
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(1.2)
via a similarity transformation with the orthogonal matrix
J =
1
√
2
 
In In
In −In
 
, (1.3)
where Aand B aren×nrealsymmetricmatricessuchthatthesymmetricmatrix
 
AB
BA
 
is symmetric positive deﬁnite1. The eigenvalue problem (1.2) is the computational
kernel in the response theory models for analyzing the response of a self-consistent-
ﬁeld state to an external perturbation in computational physics and chemistry, e.g.,
see [9,14,16,20]. The eigenvalue problem (1.2) is also widely known as a random
phase approximation eigenvalue problem, e.g. see [17,18].
The generalized LR eigenvalue problem is of the form
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, (1.4)
where Aand B areasin(1.2),and  and arealson×n with  beingsymmetricwhile
 skew-symmetric (i.e., T =−  ) such that
 
  
  
 
is nonsingular. The generalized
eigenvalue problem (1.4) arises from the study of transition properties and second and
higher order response properties using a response function approach [7,14,15].
ThegeneralizedLReigenvalueproblem(1.4)canbetransformedviatheorthogonal
matrix J to an equivalent eigenvalue problem that differs from (1.1) in the right hand
side. In fact, it is easy to verify that
JT
 
AB
−B −A
 
JJT
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v
 
= λJT
 
  
  
 
JJT
 
u
v
 
1 This condition is equivalent to that both A± B are positive deﬁnite. In [2,3] and this article, we focus on
very much this case, except that one of A ± B is allowed to be positive semi-deﬁnite.
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gives rise to
Hz≡
 
0 K
M 0
  
y
x
 
= λ
 
E+ 0
0 E−
  
y
x
 
≡ λEz, (1.5)
where
K = A − B, M = A + B, E± =   ±  , and
 
y
x
 
= JT
 
u
v
 
. (1.6)
Furthermore, the positive deﬁniteness of
 
AB
BA
 
and the nonsingularity of
 
  
  
 
are
equivalent to that both K and M are positive deﬁnite, and E± are nonsingular2. Hence
theeigenvalueproblems(1.4)and (1.5)areequivalent:bothhavethesameeigenvalues
with corresponding eigenvectors related by
 
u
v
 
= J
 
y
x
 
. (1.7)
Theimposedconditionson A, B, ,and implythatboth K and M arerealsymmetric
positive deﬁnite and E± are nonsingular and ET
+ = E−. In the rest of this article, the
conditionon K and M willberelaxedtothatbotharesymmetricpositivesemi-deﬁnite
and one of them is deﬁnite, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Later, we will see that the 2n eigenvalues of (1.5) are all real:
−λn ≤···≤−λ1 ≤+ λ1 ≤···≤+λn.
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows.
1. As an extension of Thouless’ minimization principle, we will prove
λ1 = inf
x,y
xTKx+ yTMy
2|xTE+y|
. (1.8)
In the case when E± = I and both K and M are deﬁnite, (1.8) becomes Thouless’
minimization principle [19,21,2].
2. We will prove a subspace version of the minimization principle (1.8):
k  
i=1
λi =
1
2
inf
UTE+V=Ik
U,V∈Rn×k
trace(UTKU + VTMV). (1.9)
In the case when E± = I,( 1.9) has already been proven in [2].
2 It sufﬁces to assume one of E± is nonsingular since ET
± = E∓.
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3. Let U and V be n ×   (where  <n) such that W
def =UTE+V is nonsingular, and
factorizeW asW = WT
1 W2,whereWi are × (andthusnecessarilynonsingular).
Deﬁne
HSR =
 
0 W−T
1 UTKUW−1
1
W−T
2 VTMVW−1
2 0
 
(1.10)
and denote the eigenvalues of HSR by −μ  ≤···≤−μ1 ≤+ μ1 ≤···≤+μ .
We obtain Cauchy-like inequalities for λi and μi (see Theorem 3.4). In addition,
we also show that
k  
i=1
μi =
1
2
inf
  UTE+  V=Ik
span(  U)⊆U,span(  V)⊆V
trace(  UTK   U +   VTM  V), (1.11)
where U = span(U) and V = span(V) are the column spaces of U and V,
respectively.
4. Combining (1.10) and (1.11) with a variation of the classical conjugate gradient
method, we establish a locally optimal block 4-D preconditioned conjugate gradi-
ent method to simultaneously compute the several smallest eigenvalues with the
positive sign of the generalized LR eigenvalue problem (1.5).
Therestofthispaperisorganizedasfollows.InSect.2,wereviewbasictheoretical
results about the eigenvalue problem (1.1) and then introduce the concept of a pair of
deﬂatingsubspacesanditsapproximationproperties.InSect.3,wewillproveacouple
of the minimization principles and Cauchy-like interlacing inequalities. In Sect. 4,w e
discuss the metric about the best approximation from a pair of approximate deﬂating
subspaces. In Sect. 5, we apply newly established minimization principles to derive
CG type algorithms for computing the ﬁrst few λi. In Sect. 6, we present numerical
results to illustrate the convergence behaviors of CG methods. Concluding remarks
are in Sect. 7.
2 Basic theory and pair of deﬂating subspaces
2.1 Basics
In this subsection, we discuss some basic theoretical results on the LR eigenvalue
problem (1.5).Mehletal.[11]investigatedthecanonicalformsofthesameeigenvalue
problem (1.5) under a more general context, namely no assumptions on K and M
beingpositive(semi-)deﬁnite,exceptsymmetry,and E± beingnonsingular.Theresults
below in this section can essentially be derived from their more general setting, but
in our context they can also be easily derived (see [1] for details). For this reason, we
will leave out the proofs of the theorems in this subsection.
Decompose E± as
ET
− = E+ = CDT, (2.1)
where C, D ∈ Rn×n are nonsingular. How this factorization is done is not mathemat-
ically essential. For example, we can simply let one of C and D be In.
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With (2.1), the LR eigenvalue problem (1.5) is equivalent to
Hw ≡
 
0 K
M 0
  
y
x
 
= λ
 
y
x
 
, (2.2)
where
K = C−1KC−T, M = D−1MD−T,
 
y
x
 
=  T
 
y
x
 
, and   =
 
D
C
 
. (2.3)
Wenowhavetwoequivalenteigenvalueproblems(1.5)and (2.2)inthesensethatboth
have the same eigenvalues and their eigenvectors are related by the relation shown in
(2.3).
The problem (2.2) takes the same form as (1.1), making it possible for us to simply
adapttheresultsin[2,3]for(2.2)andthentranslatethemforthegeneralizedLReigen-
value problem (1.5). However, we should note that for practical considerations, the
problem (2.2) should never be explicitly formed to avoid destroying. e.g., the sparsity
in K and M or other structural properties. Sometimes K, M, and E± simply may
not be available and their very existences are through matrix-vector multiplications.
In such cases, explicitly forming (2.2) just cannot be accomplished. For our purpose
in this paper, the signiﬁcance of transforming (1.5)i n t o( 2.2) lies only in theoretical
developments and efﬁcient algorithm derivations.
For the eigenvalue problem (2.2), we know that K, M   0 because K, M   0,
where X   0(X   0) means X is real symmetric positive (semi-)deﬁnite. As argued
in[2]for(1.1),theeigenvaluesfor (2.2)arerealandcomein±λpairs.Moreprecisely,
denote the eigenvalues of KMby λ2
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the ascending order:
0 ≤ λ2
1 ≤ λ2
2 ≤···≤λ2
n, (2.4)
where all λi ≥ 0 and thus 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤···≤λn. The eigenvalues of MK are λ2
i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), too. The eigenvalues of H − λE are then ±λi for i = 1,2,...,n with
the ordering
− λn ≤···≤−λ1 ≤+ λ1 ≤···≤+λn. (2.5)
For convenience, we shall associate half of 0 eigenvalues with the positive sign and
the other half with the negative sign, as argued in [2]. Doing so legitimizes the use of
the phrase “the ﬁrst k smallest eigenvalues with the positive sign of H −λE” to refer
to λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k without ambiguity even when λ1 =+ 0. Throughout this paper,
wewillsticktousing±λi for1 ≤ i ≤ n intheorder of (2.5) todenote theeigenvalues
of H − λE.
Set
I =
 
0 In
In 0
 
, IE =
 
0 E−
E+ 0
 
=  I T, (2.6)
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where   is given in (2.3). Both are symmetric but indeﬁnite. The matrices IE and I
induce indeﬁnite inner products on R2n:
 z1,z2 IE
def = zT
1IEz2 ≡  w1,w 2 I
def = wT
1Iw2,
where wi =  Tzi. The following theorem tells us some orthogonality properties
among the eigenvectors for H − λE.
Theorem 2.1 1. Let (α,z) be an eigenpair of H − λE, where z =
 
y
x
 
 = 0 and
x, y ∈ Rn. Then α z,z IE = 2α xTE+y > 0 if α  = 0. In particular, this implies
 z,z IE = 2xTE+y  = 0 if α  = 0.
2. Let (αi,zi)( i = 1,2) be two eigenpairs of H − λE. Partition zi =
 
yi
xi
 
 = 0,
where xi, yi ∈ Rn.
a. If α1  = α2, then  z1,z2 IE = yT
1 E−x2 + xT
1 E+y2 = 0.
b. If α1  =± α2  = 0, then yT
1 E−x2 = xT
1 E+y2 = 0.
For the sake of presentation, in what follows we either assume that M is deﬁnite or
onlyprovideproofsfordeﬁnite M wheneveroneof K and M isrequiredtobedeﬁnite.
Doing so loses no generality because the interchangeable roles played by K and M
make it rather straightforward to create a version for the case when K is deﬁnite by
simply swapping K and M in each of their appearances and E+ and E− in each of
their appearances.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that M   0, and deﬁne C and D by (2.1). Then the following
statements are true:
1. There exist nonsingular X, Y ∈ Rn×n such that
K = CY 2YTCT, M = DXXTDT, (2.7)
where   = diag(λ1,λ 2,...,λ n) and X = Y−T.
2. If K is also deﬁnite, then all λi > 0 and H − λE is diagonalizable:
HZ= EZ
 
 
− 
 
, where Z =  −T
 
Y  Y 
X −X
 
. (2.8)
3. H −λE is not diagonalizable if and only if λ1 = 0 which happens when and only
when K is singular.
4. The ith column of Z is the eigenvector of H − λE corresponding to λi, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and it is unique if
a. λi is a simple eigenvalue of (2.2),o r
b. i = 1,λ 1 =+ 0 <λ 2. In this case, 0 is a double eigenvalue of H − λEb u t
there is only one eigenvector associated with it.
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5. If 0 = λ1 =···=λ  <λ  +1, then the Kronecker canonical form of H − λEi s
 
00
10
 
⊕···⊕
 
00
10
 
      
 
⊕diag(λ +1,−λ +1,...,λ n,−λn) − λI2n,. (2.9)
where X1 ⊕···⊕ Xk denote a block-diagonal matrix with ith diagonal block
Xi. Thus H − λE has 0 as an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity 2  with only  
linearly independent eigenvectors which are the columns of  −T
 
0
X(:,1: )
 
.
2.2 Pair of deﬂating subspaces
Let U,V ⊆ Rn be subspaces. We call {U,V} a pair of deﬂating subspaces of H −λE
if
KU ⊆ E+V and MV ⊆ E−U. (2.10)
Let U ∈ Rn×k and V ∈ Rn×  be the basis matrices for the subspaces U and V,
respectively, where dim(U) = k and dim(V) =  . Then (2.10) implies that there exist
KR ∈ R ×k and MR ∈ Rk×  such that
KU = E+VKR, MV = E−UMR. (2.11)
Given U and V, both KR and MR are uniquely determined by respective equations
in (2.11), but there are numerous ways to express them. In fact for any left general-
ized inverses U  and V   of E−U and E+V, respectively, i.e., U E−U = Ik and
V E+V = I ,
KR = V  KU, MR = U MV. (2.12)
There are inﬁnitely many left generalized inverses U  and V . For example,
U  = (UTE−U)−1UT if (UTE−U)−1exists,
V  = (V TE+V)−1VT if (V TE+V)−1exists
or, if UTE+V = (VTE−U)T is nonsingular, then
U  = (V TE−U)−1V T, V   = (UTE+V)−1UT. (2.13)
But still KR and MR are unique. The left generalized inverses in (2.13) will become
important later in preserving symmetry in K and M.
Deﬁne
HR =
 
0 KR
MR 0
 
. (2.14)
Then HR is the restriction of H − λE onto V ⊕ U with respect to the basis matrix
V ⊕ U:
H
 
V
U
 
= E
 
V
U
 
HR. (2.15)
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HR in (2.14) inherits the block structure in H: zero blocks remain zero blocks. But
when K and M are symmetric, in general HR may lose the symmetry property in its
off-diagonal blocks KR and MR, not to mention positive semi-deﬁniteness in K and
M. We propose a modiﬁcation to HR to overcome this potential loss, when
W def = UTE+V
is nonsingular. Factorize W = WT
1 W2, where W1 and W2 are nonsingular, and deﬁne
HSR =
 
0 W−T
1 UTKUW−1
1
W−T
2 V TMVW−1
2 0
 
. (2.16)
Note HSR shares not only the block structure in H but also the symmetry and semi-
deﬁniteness in its off-diagonal blocks.
Theorem 2.3 Let HSR be deﬁned by (2.16). Then
H
 
VW−1
2
UW−1
1
 
= E
 
VW−1
2
UW−1
1
 
HSR. (2.17)
Consequently, if (ˆ λ, ˆ z) is an eigenpair of HSR, then z =
 
y
x
 
=
 
VW−1
2 ˆ y
UW−1
1 ˆ x
 
is an
eigenpairoftheLReigenproblem H −λE,where ˆ z =
 
ˆ y
ˆ x
 
isconformallypartitioned.
Proof Equations in (2.11) hold for some KR and MR. Thus
UTKU = (UTE+V)KR = WT
1 W2KR,
VTMV = (V TE−U)MR = WT
2 W1MR,
which gives
W−T
1 UTKUW−1
1 = W2KRW−1
1 , W−T
2 VTMVW−1
2 = W1MRW−1
2 . (2.18)
Now use (2.11) and (2.18) to get
K(UW−1
1 ) = E+VKRW−1
1
= E+(VW−1
2 )(W2KRW−1
1 )
= E+(VW−1
2 )(W−T
1 UTKUW−1
1 ),
M(VW−1
2 ) = E−(UW−1
1 )(W−T
2 VTMVW−1
2 ).
They yield (2.17).
Multiply ˆ z tothebothsidesof (2.17)fromtherightanduse HSRˆ z = ˆ λˆ z toconclude
the rest of the theorem.    
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Note that the well-deﬁnedness of HSR as in (2.16) alone does not require
{span(U),span(V)} be a pair of deﬂating subspaces of H − λE. For that, the non-
singularity of UTE+V is sufﬁcient. HSR will play particularly important roles in the
rest of this article.
2.3 Approximate pair of deﬂating subspaces
In practical computations, rarely pairs of exact deﬂating subspaces are known, only
approximate ones. The question then arises: how to compute approximate eigenpairs
of H − λE given a pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces. Theorem 2.3 shed light
on how this can be done.
Let {U,V} be a pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces. Pick basis matrices U
and V of U and V, respectively, and deﬁne HSR according to (2.16). The following
algorithmreturnsapproximateeigenvaluesandeigenvectorsof H−λE fromthegiven
approximate pair of deﬂating subspaces {U,V}:
Algorithm 2.1 1. Construct HSR as in (2.16)i fUTE+V is nonsingular;
2. Compute the eigenpairs
 
ˆ λ,
 
ˆ y
ˆ x
  
of HSR;
3. The computed eigenvalues ˆ λ approximate some eigenvalues of H − λE, and the
associated approximate eigenvectors are
 
VW−1
2 ˆ y
UW−1
1 ˆ x
 
according to Theorem 2.3.
Given two subspaces U and V, there are many ways to construct HSR due to the
factorization W = WT
1 W2 and basis matrices U and V are not unique. The argument
similartotheone in[3]can beusedtoargue that theapproximations byAlgorithm2.1
are invariant with respect to how HSR is constructed. See also [1].
3 Minimization principles
Deﬁne the functional
ρ(x, y) def =
xTKx+ yTMy
2|xTE+y|
, (3.1)
where yTE−x can be used in place of xTE+y due to the fact (xTE+y)T = yTE−x
for any x and y. Relating (1.5)t o( 1.4) through the transformation (1.7), we ﬁnd
ρ(x, y) ≡  (u,v)def =
 
u
v
 T  
AB
BA
  
u
v
 
 
       
 
u
v
 T  
  
−  − 
  
u
v
  
       
. (3.2)
Both  (u,v)and ρ(x, y) were deﬁned in [2] but only for the case E± = In and,
correspondingly,   = In and   = 0. We will call them, without distinction, the
Thouless functional (in different forms).
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Several theoretical results for the case E = I2n were established in [2]. In this
section, we establish analogs of these results for the matrix pencil H − λE.
3.1 Minimization principles
Theorem 3.1 is actually a corollary of Theorem 3.2, it is presented here for its sim-
plicity.
Theorem 3.1 We have
λ1 = inf
x,y ρ(x, y). (3.3)
Moreover, “inf” can be replaced by “min” if and only if both K, M   0. When both
K, M   0, the optimal argument pair (x, y) gives rise to an eigenvector z =
 
y
x
 
of
H − λE associated with λ1.
Proof It is easy to see that
ρ(x, y) =
xTKx + yTMy
2|xTy|
,
where x = CTx,y = DTy, and K and M are as given in (2.3). The theorem is then a
consequence of [2, Theorem 3.1].    
Owing to that (1.5) and (1.4) being equivalent through the transformation (1.7), we
have for the original LR problem (1.4)
λ1 = inf
u,v  (u,v). (3.4)
For the case   = In and   = 0 and when both K, M   0, this was established by
Thouless [19].
Theorem 3.2 We have
k  
i=1
λi =
1
2
inf
UTE+V=Ik
U,V∈Rn×k
trace(UTKU + V TMV). (3.5)
Moreover, “inf” can be replaced by “min” if and only if both K, M   0. When both
K, M   0 and if also λk <λ k+1, then for any U and V that attain the minimum,
{span(U),span(V)}isapairofdeﬂatingsubspacesof H −λE andthecorresponding
HSR has eigenvalues ±λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof We notice that
UTKU + V TMV = UTKU + VTMV,UTE+V = UTV,
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where U = CTU and V = DTV. Therefore, the theorem is a consequence of
[2, Theorem 3.2],    
Exploiting the close relation (3.2) between the two different functionals  (·,·) and
ρ(·,·), we have by Theorem 3.2 the following theorem for the original LR eigenvalue
problem (1.4).
Theorem 3.3 Suppose that A, B, ∈ Rn×n are symmetric and   ∈ Rn×n is anti-
symmetric, and that both A ± B   0 and one of them is deﬁnite and   ±   are
nonsingular. Then we have
k  
i=1
λi =
1
2
inf trace
  
U
V
 T  
AB
BA
  
U
V
  
, (3.6)
where “inf” is taken over all U, V ∈ Rn×k subject to
 
U
V
 T  
  
−  − 
  
U
V
 
= 2Ik and
 
U
V
 T  
  
−  − 
  
V
U
 
= 0. (3.7)
Moreover, “inf” can be replaced by “min” if and only if both A ± B   0.
Proof Assume the assignments in (1.6)f o rK and M.W eh a v e
 
U
V
 T  
AB
BA
  
U
V
 
=
   V
  U
 T  
M
K
    V
  U
 
=   UTK   U +   V TM  V,
where
   V
  U
 
= JT
 
U
V
 
=
1
√
2
 
U + V
U − V
 
.
Therefore
inf
  UTE+  V=Ik
trace(  UTK   U +   V TM  V)
= inf
(U−V)TE+(U+V)=2Ik
trace
  
U
V
 T  
AB
BA
  
U
V
  
, (3.8)
where E± =   ±  . We claim
(U − V)TE+(U + V) = 2Ik ⇔ (3.7). (3.9)
This is because (U − V)TE+(U + V) = 2Ik and its transpose version give
UTE+U + UTE+V − V TE+U − V TE+V =2Ik, (3.10a)
UTE−U + V TE−U − UTE−V − V TE−V =2Ik. (3.10b)
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Add both equations in (3.10) and subtract one from the other to get
UT U + UT V − V T U − V T V =2Ik,
UT U − V T U + UT V − V T V =0.
They are equivalent to (3.7). Equation (3.6) is now a consequence of Theorem 3.2,
(3.8), and (3.9).    
3.2 Cauchy-like interlacing inequalities
The following theorem can be regarded as an extension of Cauchy’s interlacing
inequalities for the symmetric eigenvalue problem.
Theorem 3.4 Let U,V ∈ Rn×k such that W
def
= UTE+V is nonsingular. Factorize
W = WT
1 W2, where Wi ∈ Rk×k are nonsingular, and deﬁne HSR by (2.16). Denote
by ±μi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k the eigenvalues of HSR, where 0 ≤ μ1 ≤···≤μk. Then
λi ≤ μi ≤ βλ i+n−k for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (3.11)
where β =
√
min{κ(K),κ(M)}/cos   (CTU, DTV),κ(X)
def
=  X 2 X−1 2 is the
spectral condition number of the matrix X,U = span(U) and V = span(V), and
  (CTU, DTV) is the angle between CTU and DTV.
Furthermore, if λk <λ k+1 and λi = μi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then
1. U = span(C−TX(1:k,:)) when3 M   0, where X is as in Theorem 2.2;
2. {U,V}isapairofdeﬂatingsubspacesof H−λE correspondingtotheeigenvalues
±λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ ko f(1.5) when both K, M   0.
Proof Apply [2, Theorem 4.1] to the eigenvalue problem for H in (2.2).    
The inequalities in (3.11) mirror Cauchy’s interlacing inequalities for the symmetric
eigenvalue problem. But the upper bound on μi by (3.11) is more complicated. The
factor [cos   (CTU, DTV)]−1 in general cannot be removed according to the example
in [2, Remark 4.2] for the case C = D = I.
Theorem 3.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, if either E−U ⊆ MV when
M   0 or E+V ⊆ KU when K   0, then
λi ≤ μi ≤ λi+n−k for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (3.12)
Proof Note that
E−U ⊆ MV ⇔ CTU ⊆ MDTV, E+V ⊆ KU ⇔ DTV ⊆ KCTU
and then apply [2, Theorem 4.3] to the eigenvalue problem for H in (2.2).    
3 A similar statement for the case in which K   0b u tM   0 can be made, noting that the decompositions
in (2.7) no longer hold but similar decompositions exist.
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4 Best approximations by a pair of subspaces
Recall the default assumption that K, M   0 and one of them is deﬁnite. Let {U,V}
be a pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces of H − λE and dim(U) =  1 and
dim(V) =  2. Motivated by the minimization principles in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2,w e
would seek the best approximations to λj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k in the sense of
1
2
inf
  UTE+  V=Ik
span(  U)⊆U,span(  V)⊆V
trace(  UTK   U +   VTM  V) (4.1)
and their associated approximate eigenvectors. Necessarily k ≤  . To this end, we
divide our investigation into two cases. Let U ∈ Rn× 1, V ∈ Rn× 2 be the basis
matrices of U and V, respectively, and set W = UTE+V. The two cases are
1. W is nonsingular. Necessarily,  1 =  2. Set   =  1.
2. W is singular or  1  =  2.
Fortheﬁrstcase,i.e.,W isnonsingular,letusfactorizeW = WT
1 W2,whereWi ∈ R × 
are nonsingular4. Note that any   U and   V such that span(  U) ⊆ U, span(  V) ⊆ V, and
  UTE+  V = Ik can be written as
  U = UW−1
1   X,   V = VW−1
2   Y,
where   X,   Y ∈ R ×k and   XT  Y = Ik, and vice versa. Hence we have
  UTK   U +   V TM  V =   XTW−T
1 UTKUW−1
1   X +   YTW−T
2 V TMVW−1
2   Y
and thus
inf
  UTE+  V=Ik
span(  U)⊆U,span(  V)⊆V
trace(  UTK   U +   V TM  V)
= inf
  XT  Y=Ik
trace(  XTW−T
1 UTKUW−1
1   X +   YTW−T
2 VTMVW−1
2   Y). (4.2)
By Theorem 3.2, we know that the right-hand side of (4.2)i st h es u mo ft h ek smallest
eigenvalues with the positive sign of HSR deﬁned earlier in subsection 2.2:
HSR =
 
0 W−T
1 UTKUW−1
1
W−T
2 VTMVW−1
2 0
 
∈ R2 ×2 . (2.16)
In summary, the best approximations to the ﬁrst k eigenvalues with the positive sign
of H − λE within the pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces are those of HSR.
4 How this factorization is done is not essential mathematically. But it is included to accommodate cases
whensuchafactorizationmayoffercertainconveniences.Ingeneral,simplytakingW1 = WT andW2 = I 
or W1 = I  and W2 = W may be sufﬁcient.
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Algorithmically, denote by μj (j = 1,..., ) the eigenvalues with the positive sign
of HSR in the ascending order, i.e., 0 ≤ μ1 ≤ ··· ≤ μ , and by ˆ z j the associated
eigenvectors:
HSRˆ z j = μjˆ z j, ˆ z j =
 
ˆ yj
ˆ x j
 
. (4.3)
It can be veriﬁed that
ρ(UW−1
1 ˆ x j,VW−1
2 ˆ yj) = μj forj = 1,..., .
Naturally,accordingtoAlgorithm2.1,wetakeλj ≈ μj andthecorrespondingapprox-
imate eigenvectors of H − λE as
˜ z j ≡
 
˜ yj
˜ x j
 
=
 
VW−1
2 ˆ yj
UW−1
1 ˆ x j
 
forj = 1,..., . (4.4)
In practice, not all of the approximate eigenpairs (μj, ˜ z j) are equally accurate to the
same level. Usually the ﬁrst few pairs are more accurate than the next few.
For the ease of reference, we summarize the above ﬁndings into the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Let {U,V} be a pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces of H − λE
with dim(U) = dim(V) =  , and let U, V ∈ Rn×  be the basis matrices of U and V,
respectively. If W
def
= UTE+V is nonsingular, then the best approximations to λj for
1 ≤ j ≤ k in the sense of (4.1) are the eigenvalues μj of HSR deﬁned in (2.16) with
the corresponding approximate eigenvectors given by (4.4), and
k  
j=1
μj =
1
2
inf
  UTE+  V=Ik
span(  U)⊆U,span(  V)⊆V
trace(  UTK   U +   VTM  V).
The next theorem turns the eigenvalue problem of HSR into a generalized eigenvalue
problem of the same kind as H − λE. We omit its proof because of its simplicity.
Theorem 4.2 LetU ∈ Rn×k and V ∈ Rn×k such that W
def
= UTE+V is nonsingular,
and deﬁne HSR as in (2.16). Then the eigenvalues of HSR are same as those of the
matrix pencil
 
U
V
 T
(H − λE)
 
V
U
 
=
 
UTKU
V TMV
 
− λ
 
UTE+V
V TE−U
 
, (4.5)
andtheeigenvectors ˆ zo fH SR andthose ˇ z ofthepencilarerelatedby ˆ z = (W2⊕W1)ˇ z.
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Remark 4.1 The best approximation technique so far is based on the minimization
principles in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Naturally one may wonder if a similar technique
couldbedevised usingtheminimizationprinciples inTheorem3.3fortheoriginalLR
eigenvalue problem (1.4). But that seems hard if we seek to project each individual
matrices A, B,  , and   separately. Alternatively, we may resort to Theorem 4.2 by
recasting the projection in (4.5) back to the original LR eigenvalue problem (1.4). The
resulting scheme turns out to be the projection idea in [14], where Olsen, Jensen, and
Jørgensen [14] were simply aiming at producing a much smaller projected problem
of the same kind in the form of (1.4). Note that Theorem 3.3 was not yet known in
1988 and thus it was not possible in [14] to investigate any issue regarding the best
possible approximations in the sense of the theorem. What we are doing here is to not
only produce a much smaller projected problem of the same kind in form as (1.5)b u t
also make sure the projected problem to give the best possible approximations to the
desired eigenvalues. Despite that we seek our projection scheme to achieve multiple
goals,theendresultisnotessentiallydifferentfromtheonein[14].Thatisremarkable.
♦
It turns out the second case (namely W is singular or  1  =  2)i sm u c hm o r e
complicated, but the conclusion is similar in that the optimization problem (4.1) can
still be solved through solving a smaller eigenvalue problem for a projection matrix
  HSR to be deﬁned in Appendix A, where Theorem 8.1 similar to Theorem 4.1 will be
presented.
5 Locally optimal 4-D CG algorithms
5.1 4-D search
Line search is a common approach in the process of optimizing a function value. For
our case, we are interested in solving
inf
x,y ρ(x, y) = inf
x,y
xTKx+ yTMy
2|xTE+y|
(5.1)
in order to compute λ1 and its associated eigenvector of H − λE.
Given a search direction
 
q
p
 
from the current position
 
y
x
 
, the basic idea of the
standard line search is to look for the best possible scalar argument t on the line
  
y
x
 
+ t
 
q
p
 
: t ∈ R
 
(5.2)
to minimize ρ:
min
t
ρ(x + tp, y + tq). (5.3)
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For the steepest descent method, the search directions p and q are the gradients [1]o f
ρ(x, y) with respect to x and y:
∇xρ =
1
xTE+y
 
Kx− ρ(x, y) E+y
 
, ∇yρ =
1
xTE+y
 
My− ρ(x, y) E−x
 
.
(5.4)
Note that there is a close relation between these two gradients and the residual:
Hz− ρ(x, y)Ez = xTE+y
 
∇xρ
∇yρ
 
. (5.5)
Namelytheblockvectorobtainedbystacking∇xρ over ∇yρ isparalleltotheresidual.
The idea of the dual-channel line search in [4] for the case E = I2n can be readily
extended to solve the minimization problem
min
s,t
ρ(x + sp, y + tq). (5.6)
It goes as follows: solve (5.6) iteratively by freezing one of s and t and minimize
the functional ρ over the other in an alternative manner. Choices of p and q in (5.6)
include the gradients ∇xρ and ∇yρ as well.
However we did not pursue these ideas for the reasons as discussed in [3]. Instead,
we look for four scalars α, β, s, and t to minimize ρ(αx + sp,βy + tq).T h i sn o
longer performs a line or dual search, but a 4-dimensional subspace search:
inf
α,β,s,t
ρ(αx + sp,βy + tq) = min
u∈span(U), v∈span(V)
ρ(u,v), (5.7)
within the 4-dimensional subspace
  
βy + tq
αx + sp
 
for all scalars α,β,s,and t
 
, (5.8)
where U =[ x, p]∈Rn×2 and V =[ y,q]∈Rn×2. The right-hand side of (5.7) can
be solved by the methods given in section 4 if UTE+V is nonsingular (the common
case) or in Appendix A otherwise.
5.2 Algorithms
Theminimizationprinciple(3.3)/(3.4),andtheoneinTheorem3.2makeittemptingto
applysteepestdescent(SD)ornonlinearCGalgorithms[13]tosolvetheLReigenvalue
problem. For the case   = In and   = 0 (which corresponds to E = I2n), such
applications had been attempted in [10,12] to solve the LR eigenvalue problem (1.2).
Conceivably when only one eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector are requested, it
matters little, if any, to apply CG to ρ(x, y) based on (3.3) for the eigenvalue problem
(1.5)o rt o (u,v)based on (3.4) for the original eigenvalue problem (1.4). But it is
a very different story if more than one eigenpair are requested, in which case block
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algorithms are better options. As in [3] which is for the case E = I2n, we will present
locally optimal 4-D CG algorithms for the current case, based on the minimization
principle (3.5) and the Cauchy-like interlacing inequalities in Theorem 3.4.T h i si s
Algorithm 5.1 below, collectively called the Locally Optimal Block Preconditioned
4-D CG Algorithm (LOBP4DCG), where k = 1o rk > 1 corresponds to a no-block
or block version, and
  =
 
0 In
In 0
 
(5.9)
orsomenontrivialonescorrespondstoano-preconditionedorpreconditionedversion.
Algorithm 5.1 The locally optimal 4-D CG algorithms:
0 Given initial approximations X0 and Y0 having k columns
such that columns of Z0 =
 
Y0
X0
 
are approximate eigen-
vectors of H − λE associated with λj,1≤ j ≤ k.
1f o r i = 0,1,...until convergence:
2 ρj = ρ((Xi)(:,j),(Yi)(:,j)),1≤ j ≤ k;
3 Pi = KXi − E+Yi diag(ρ1,...,ρ k),
Qi = MYi − E−Xi diag(ρ1,...,ρ k);
3.1
 
Qi
Pi
 
←  
 
Pi
Qi
 
if the preconditioner   is given;
4.1 For i = 0: U =[ Xi, Pi], V =[ Yi, Qi];
4.2 For i > 0: U =[ Xi, Xi−1, Pi], V =[ Yi,Yi−1, Qi];
4.3 Orthogonalize the columns of U and V;
4.4 W = UTE+V = WT
1 W2;
5 Construct HSR as in (2.16) (assume W is nonsingular);
6 Compute the k smallest eigenvalues with the positive
sign of HSR, and the associated eigenvectors as in (4.3);
7 Xi+1 = UW−1
1 [ˆ x1,...,ˆ xk], Yi+1 = VW−1
2 [ˆ y1,...,ˆ yk];
8 Normalize each column of Zi+1 =
 
Yi+1
Xi+1
 
.
9 end
Most comments we made for [3, Algorithm 4.1] there apply here (see also [1]). But
we will brieﬂy discuss the choosing of a preconditioner  . Taking   as in (5.9) means
no preconditioner. In general, a generic preconditioner to compute the eigenvalues of
H − λE near a prescribed point μ is
  = (H − μE)−1.
When μ is closer to the desired eigenvalues than any others, the preconditioned
directions should have “larger” components in the desired eigenvectors than the ones
obtained without preconditioning. Since we are particularly interested in the smallest
eigenvalues with the positive sign, μ = 0 is often an obvious choice. Then
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∇xρ
∇yρ
 
=
 
0 M−1
K−1 0
  
∇xρ
∇yρ
 
=
 
M−1∇yρ
K−1∇xρ
 
≡
 
q
p
 
. (5.10)
In this case, both p and q can be computed by using the conjugate gradient
method [6,8].
6 Numerical results
Inthissection,wepresentsomenumericalresultstoillustratetheessentialconvergence
behaviors of locally optimal 4-D CG algorithms in Sect. 5. The matrices K, M   0
in the LR problem (1.5) are chosen from [5], and E+ is a sparse random matrix E+.
Speciﬁcally, n = 3,600, K is bcsstk21, and M is the n × n leading principle
matrix of sts4098, E+ = sprandn(n,n,0.1) in MATLAB. Both K and M are
ﬁrst symmetrically permuted through MATLAB’s symamd (symmetric approximate
minimum degree permutation) in attempt to reduce the numbers of ﬁll-ins in their
respective incomplete Cholesky decompositions.
Our goal is to compute 4 smallest positive eigenvalues 0 <λ 1 <λ 2 <λ 3 <λ 4
and corresponding eigenvectors z1,z2,z3,z4 of H − λE. The initial approximate
eigenvectors of zi are randomly chosen. Two different preconditioners are used to
approximate
H−1 =
 
0 M−1
K−1 0
 
.
The ﬁrst preconditioner  1 is constructed through incomplete Cholesky decomposi-
tions of K and M:
 1 =
 
0 (RT
MRM)−1
(RT
K RK)−1 0
 
,
where RK and RM are the incomplete Cholesky decomposition factors, respectively.
It turns out that both cholinc(K, 0 ) and cholinc(M, 0 ) with no ﬁll-ins do not
exists; so we end up using
RK = cholinc(K,tol), RM = cholinc(K,tol) (6.1)
with a tolerance tol. Among various tol we tested, we found that for tol = 10−4
or smaller,  1 works very well, but not so for tol = 10−3 or bigger. In the reported
results below, tol = 10−4.
The second preconditioner  2 is via applying H−1 approximately by calculat-
ing the preconditioned vectors p and q as in (5.10) by the preconditioned linear CG
method [6,8] with stopping tolerance 10−2 on the associated normalized residual
norms or maximum 20 iterations. The preconditioners for calculating p and q are
(RT
K RK)−1 and (RT
MRM)−1, respectively, with again RK and RM as given by (6.1).
Note both K and M are very ill-conditioned: κ(K) = 4.5·107 and κ(M) = 4.3·108.
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Fig. 1 The convergence behaviors of the locally optimal block 4-D preconditioned CG algorithms for
computing the 4 smallest positive eigenvalues of an made-up LR problem.
The plain (i.e., without a suitable preconditioner) linear CG iteration for comput-
ing p and q converges extremely slowly. But the preconditioners (RT
K RK)−1 and
(RT
MRM)−1 with modest ﬁll-in tolerance 10−3 are sufﬁcient for the linear CG itera-
tion.
Note that  1 can be regarded as a  2 with using just one step of the linear CG
to compute the preconditioned vectors p and q. This explains why a smaller tol in
(6.1) is needed for constructing  1, while a larger tol in (6.1) for constructing  2 is
ﬁne so long as the associated linear systems are solved with adequate accuracy (recall
the stopping tolerance 10−2).
Figure 1 shows the normalized residual norms of a MATLAB implementation of
Algorithm 5.1 with the preconditioners  1 and  2. The normalized residual norms
for the jth approximate eigenpair (λ
(i)
j ,z
(i)
j ) at the ith iterative step are deﬁned by
 Hz
(i)
j − λ
(i)
j Ez
(i)
j  1
( H 1 + λ
(i)
j  E 1) z
(i)
j  1
,
where  · 1 isthe  1-norm of a vector or the  1-operator norm of a matrix. We observe
rather steady convergence towards the desired 4 eigenpairs. Other examples we have
run but not reported here show similar behavior.
7 Concluding remarks
We have presented minimization principles and Cauchy-like interlacing inequalities
for the generalized LR eigenvalue problem. These new results mirror the three well-
known results for the eigenvalue problem of a real symmetric matrix, and enable
us to devise new efﬁcient numerical methods for computing the ﬁrst few smallest
eigenvalues with the positive sign and corresponding eigenvectors simultaneously.
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Although, throughout this paper, it is assumed K, M, and E± are real matrices,
all results are valid for Hermitian positive semi-deﬁnite K and M with one of them
being deﬁnite after minor changes: replacing all R by C and all superscripts (·)T by
complex conjugate transposes (·)H.
The numerical results in Sect. 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of the new algo-
rithms. Although they are for an artiﬁcial generalized LR problem. we argue that
its numerical behavior is rather suggestive. In the future, we would like to test the
proposed method on realistic LR eigenvalue problems arising from the excited states
calucation in computational quantum physics [14].
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Appendix: Best approximations: the singular/unequal dimension case
ThisappendixcontinuestheinvestigationinSect.4toseekbestapproximateeigenpairs
of H − λE for given {U,V}, a pair of approximate deﬂating subspaces of H − λE
with dim(U) =  1 and dim(V) =  2. In Sect. 4, we have treated the case in which
 1 =  2 and W def = UTE+V is nonsingular, where U ∈ Rn× 1, V ∈ Rn× 2 are the
basis matrices of U and V, respectively. In what follows, we will focus on the general
case:  1 and  2 are not necessarily equal or W may be singular.
The case is much more complicated than the one in section 4, but it can be handled
in the similar way as in [3] which is for E = I2n. So we will simply summarize the
results and the reader is referred to [1, Appendix A] for detail.
Factorize
W = WT
1 W2, Wi ∈ Rr× i, r = rank(W) ≤ min
i
 i. (8.1)
Both Wi have full row rank. Factorize5
WT
i = Qi
 
Ri
0
 
fori = 1,2, (8.2)
where Ri ∈ Rr×r, Qi ∈ R i× i (i = 1,2) are nonsingular. Partition
Q−1
1 UTKUQ−T
1 =
 
r  1−r
r K11 K12
 1−r KT
12 K22
 
, (8.3a)
Q−1
2 V TMVQ−T
2 =
 
r  2−r
r M11 M12
 2−r MT
12 M22
 
. (8.3b)
5 Computationally, this can be realized by the QR decompositions of WT
i . For more generality in presen-
tation, we do not assume that they have to be QR decompositions.
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Set
  HSR =
 
0 R−1
1 K11R−T
1
R−1
2 M11R−T
2 0
 
∈ R2r×2r, (8.4)
where K
†
22 and M
†
22 aretheMoore-Penroseinversesof K22 and M22,respectively, and
K11 = K11 − K12K
†
22KH
12, M11 = M11 − M12M
†
22MH
12. (8.5)
Denote by μj for j = 1,...,r the eigenvalues with the positive sign of   HSR in the
ascending order and by ˆ z j the associated eigenvectors:
  HSRˆ z j = μjˆ z j, ˆ z j =
 
ˆ yj
ˆ x j
 
. (8.6)
It can be veriﬁed that ρ(˜ x j, ˜ yj) = μj forj = 1,...,r, where
˜ x j = UQ−T
1
 
R−T
1 ˆ x j
u j
 
, ˜ yj = VQ −T
2
 
R−T
2 ˆ yj
vj
 
(8.7)
for any u j and vj satisfying
K22u j =− KT
12R−T
1 ˆ x j, M22vj =− MT
12R−T
2 ˆ yj. (8.8)
Naturally the approximate eigenvectors of H − λE should be taken as
˜ z j =
 
˜ yj
˜ x j
 
forj = 1,...,r. (8.9)
Theorem 8.1 Let{U,V}beapairofapproximatedeﬂatingsubspacesof H−λE with
dim(U) =  1 anddim(V) =  2,andletU ∈ Rn× 1, V ∈ Rn× 2 bethebasismatrices
of U and V, respectively. Let   HSR be deﬁned by (8.4). Then the best approximations
to λj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k in the sense of (4.1) are the corresponding eigenvalues of   HSR,
with the corresponding approximate eigenvectors given by (8.7)–(8.9).
Despite much more complicated appearance of   HSR compared to HSR in Sect. 4, our
next theorem surprisingly uniﬁes both.
Theorem 8.2 The eigenvalues of   HSR in (8.4) are the same as the ﬁnite eigenvalues
of
ˇ H − λ ˇ E :=
 
U 0
0 V
 T
(H − λE)
 
V 0
0 U
 
=
 
0 UTKU
VTMV 0
 
− λ
 
UTE+V
VTE−U
 
(8.10)
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and the eigenvector ˆ z =
 
ˆ y
ˆ x
 
of   HSR and the eigenvector ˇ z =
 
ˇ y
ˇ x
 
of the pencil (8.10)
associated with a ﬁnite eigenvalue are related by
ˇ x = Q−T
1
 
R−T
1 ˆ x
−K
†
22KT
12R−T
1 ˆ x + g
 
, ˇ y = Q−T
2
 
R−T
2 ˆ y
−M
†
22MT
12R−T
2 ˆ y + h
 
, (8.11)
where g is any vector in the kernel of K22 and h is any vector in the kernel of M22.I n
particluar, if  1 =  2 = r, the relation in (8.11) is simpliﬁed to ˆ z = (W2 ⊕ W1)ˇ za s
in Theorem 4.2.
Proof Let Pi = Q−T
i (R−T
i ⊕ I i−r) for i = 1,2 and both are nonsingular. It can be
veriﬁed that
(P1 ⊕ P2)T( ˇ H − λ ˇ E)(P2 ⊕ P1) =
 
0   K
  M 0
 
− λ
   I
0   I T
 
,
where
  M =
 
R−1
2
I 2−r
  
M11 M12
MT
12 M22
  
R−T
2
I 2−r
 
, (8.12)
  K =
 
R−1
1
I 1−r
  
K11 K12
KT
12 K22
  
R−T
1
I 1−r
 
, (8.13)
  I =
 
Ir
0
 
∈ R 1× 2, (8.14)
and Kij and Mij are deﬁned by 8.3. Since K and M are positive (semi)deﬁnite, we
have span(KT
12) ⊆ span(K22) and span(MT
12) ⊆ span(M22) and consequently
K22K
†
22KT
12 = KT
12, M22M
†
22MT
12 = MT
12. (8.15)
Let
Z1 =
 
Ir 0
−K
†
22KT
12R−T
1 I 1−r
 
, Z2 =
 
Ir 0
−M
†
22MT
12R−T
2 I 2−r
 
.
It can be veriﬁed that ZT
1  IZ2 =   I and, after using (8.15),
ZT
1   KZ1 =
 
R−1
1 K11R−T
1 0
0 K22
 
, ZT
2   MZ2 =
 
R−1
2 M11R−T
2 0
0 M22
 
,
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where K11 and M11 are deﬁned in (8.5). Hence (P1Z1 ⊕ P2Z2)T( ˇ H − λ ˇ E)(P2Z2 ⊕
P1Z1) is
⎡
⎢ ⎢
⎣
r  2−rr 1−r
r 00 R−1
1 K11R−T
1 0
 1−r 00 0 K22
r R−1
2 M11R−T
2 000
 2−r 0 M22 00
⎤
⎥ ⎥
⎦ − λ
⎡
⎢ ⎢
⎣
r  2−rr 1−r
r Ir 000
 1−r 0000
r 00Ir 0
 2−r 0000
⎤
⎥ ⎥
⎦ (8.16)
whose ﬁnite eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of
 
0 R−1
1 K11R−T
1
R−1
2 M11R−T
2 0
 
− λI2r =   HSR − λI2r. (8.17)
Now we turn to look for the eigenvector relation. Given an eigenvector ˆ z =
 
ˆ y
ˆ x
 
of
  HSR,weconcludebycomparing(8.16)and (8.17)thatthecorrespondingeigenvector
of the matrix pencil (8.16)i s
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣
ˆ y
h
ˆ x
g
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦,
where g is any vector in the kernel of K22 and h is any vector in the kernel of M22.
Therefore the corresponding eigenvector ˇ z =
 
ˇ y
ˇ x
 
of ˇ H − λ ˇ E is given by
ˇ x = P1Z1
 
ˆ x
g
 
, ˇ y = P2Z2
 
ˆ y
h
 
which, after simpliﬁcation, yields (8.11).    
ThenexttheoremsaysthatthereareCauchy-likeinterlacinginequalitiesfor   HSR,too.
We omit its proof because its similarity to [3, Theorem 8.3] (see also [1, Appendix
A]).
Theorem 8.3 Assume the conditions of Theorem 8.1. Then
λi ≤ μi ≤ λi+2n−( 1+ 2) for1 ≤ i ≤ r, (8.18)
where λi+2n−( 1+ 2) =∞if i + 2n − ( 1 +  2)>n.
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